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Then a little later, another discovery was made by
the more adventurous travellers to these Islands—the
discovery of Scotland, and the enchanted world of
mists and spirits which Macpherson had extracted
from Gaelic poetry in his Poems ofOssian. The things
that struck our visitors were indeed various: the
bustle of London; the cliffs of Dover; our model
inns ; our splendid roads and stage coaches.
Still another discovery which the traveller within
the frontiers of Europe made in the eighteenth century
was that of Italy—its mellow beauty. Its colour, and
its great memories of the past. Indeed for the north
of Europe this was a discovery only second in Import-
ance to that of England. The Italian journey became
for the Germans and Scandinavians a great critical
experience of their lives, and often—as in the case of
Goethe—put an indelible stamp upon their creative
work. The mountains of Wales, the Lake country
and Scotland, however, thanks to the glamour created
by the Poems of Ossian, seemed to impress travellers
more than the Swiss Alps. Thus the eighteenth
century made the important discovery that mountains
were not merely objectionable barriers to travel, but
objects of sublime beauty in themselves. Before this
happened, the human eye had delighted only in the
fertile plains, and had turned away from jagged peaks
as objects of horror; now these peaks were seen in
their glory—and here we English were the pioneers,
and foreign travellers to these shores learned the
lesson from us.
People went on travelling of course in the nine-
teenth century—travelled indeed as they had never
travelled before ; but the novelty had worn off. Their
experiences were no longer able to create a literary
thrill, and in consequence they had less value for
imaginative literature. The milieu itself fell into the
background, and became only a foil to personal
experience and impressions, as, for instance, in Childe
Harold. Another reason for the lessening reflection

